Agenda of the Faculty Senate Meeting
April 21, 2020
WebEx, 11:30 AM–1:30 PM

I. Convening of the Meeting — Ellen Thomas, President

II. Approval of Minutes of the Faculty Senate Meeting on April 7th

III. Report of the Faculty Senate President
   a. Faculty Profile Pages
   b. Vote Follow-up
   c. IFM
   d. Elections

IV. CUE report and motions — see attachment (David Horntrop)
   a. B.S. in Mechanical Engineering
   b. B.A. in Biology (up to 8 motions)
   c. B.S. in Biology

V. CGE report and motions — see attachment (Sotiri Ziavras)
   a. Master's thesis-project motions and proposed implementation plan. Based on FS discussions, input from FS members, and discussions with the CGE. Motions and implementation plan were unanimously approved by the CGE
   b. Sunsetting the MS in Biopharmaceutical Engineering
   c. Changes in the PhD in Information Systems

VI. Update teaching assessment committee (Maria Stanko)

VII. OARS (Tony Rosato)

VIII. New business